Newsletter of the West Rock Ridge Park Association

Fall 2016

From the President:
We are deeply grateful to Chuck Walters, who served on the Park Association Board for many years. We
wish him a happy retirement in Florida! We welcome new Board members Paul Wetmore and Dave Taddei
(our new Treasurer). Thanks for joining the team and providing new insights on how to further the cause; we
look forward to working together.
Active citizenship matters.
This park exists because of active citizens who worked tirelessly over a period of many years to preserve this
magnificent land for future generations to enjoy.
We are grateful to them, and to all who continue to work, as active citizens, for the better good.
Our continued active citizenship is always required:
Join the Trail Work and Hike on Saturday, Nov. 5th (see page 2).
Stay informed about the West Rock Tunnel improvement project: attend meetings, speak up about issues
about which you are knowledgeable. The project managers have noted that the best outcomes are reached when
all stakeholders are involved. (See article, pages 5-6).
Stay informed about the state budget process each year; it affects the state parks, and so many other services
that benefit all of us who are lucky enough to call Connecticut home.
Compliment your legislators and other state personnel when jobs are well done; speak up when corrections
are needed; contact your legislators about issues you care about.
Help your neighbor: keep your eyes out for a beloved black lab that went missing in the vicinity of the park
(See New Haven Register article: http://www.nhregister.com/general-news/20161009/professional-trackingdog-joins-search-for-missing-hamden-retriever)
–Ted (Theodore B.) Lynn

Exercise your right to vote.

Park Update
by Jill Scheibenpflug, Park Supervisor
Due to the reduction in the budget for
state parks, the road to the South Overlook
and Judges Cave was open only on weekends
and holidays this past summer. The road
closed at 6:00 in the summer and 5:00 in the
fall. The road closes for the season on
October 30th.
We are also not mowing all of the fields
around the West Rock house.

Two fledged Peregrine Falcons:
(L) young male, ( R) young female

COMING EVENT – Please help – and have fun!
Saturday, Nov. 5, Trail Work Party: Red Trail between Mountain Road, followed by a short hike

The trails need your help. Please join a work party: meet at 9 a.m. on Saturday, Nov. 5th in the parking lot at 649
Mountain Road, Hamden. We will prune back the trail between the two crossings of Mountain Rd, working until noon.
Afterwards, those interested can join a short, moderate paced 3-mile hike, going up the ridge on the Yellow Trail
and then head north on the Regicides Trail to the Red Trail with its beautiful overlook of Farm Brook Reservoir,
returning past the reservoir on the Red Trail.
If you plan to attend, please bring whatever cutting tools you may have, such as pruning shears and/or a pruning
saw. If you do not have tools, come anyway because there will be some tools to share.
If you can only come for an hour, you can still help out. If you arrive later, turn right from the parking area (when
facing the house across the street) and then take the right onto the Red Trail heading south.
Be sure to wear work gloves, boots and clothing appropriate to the weather. Dress in layers because you will warm
up quickly once you start working. Bring water and a snack.
Please RSVP to Tom at bikehikekayak123@sbcglobal.net if you plan to attend. Bad weather would definitely cancel,
but if you RSVP, he can let you know that information directly. If you don’t RSVP and realize last minute that you can
make it, feel free to show up.
Directions: From Rt. 15, take Exit 60, and turn right to head south on Rt. 10. At the next traffic light past the parkway,
turn right on Benham Street and take this to the end. Then turn right on Main Street and head north for 1.4 miles. As you
continue straight (with Chauncey Road on the right), the street name changes to Mountain Road. Go another 0.4 miles
around two curves, and the parking lot is on your left.

.
.

My Life On and In West Rock Ridge State Park
By William L. Doheny, DDS
Imagine a young boy eight years old with a bike. Imagine a college boy with a car.
The eight year old was fortunate enough to grow up in New Haven near West Rock. He would ride his
bike in West Rock, on Baldwin Drive and along the bridle trails around the base. Yes, there was an entity
known as Springside Stables and bridle trails for horses in West Rock.
The college boy grew out of two wheels into four and would drive his car on Baldwin Drive.
Unfortunately, by this time the bridle trails were not suitable for a bike, let alone a car. After seven years of
college, the former eight year old looked forward to a promising career as a dentist.
Unfortunately, as the fortunes of the former eight year old rose, those of his favorite park fell. It
became derelict and a place to avoid.
Time passed, and with a growing family, the dentist began looking for a large house and some land to
roam. After years of looking, the special piece of land showed up. The land was purchased, and a house was
built, replacing the old farm house that burned down in the 1940's.
Imagine this - the land abutted his old haunts, West Rock.
He lived happily ever after there - not quite.
The fringes of West Rock were threatened with a sewer proposal (he could sell his land and make a lot
of money - and lose his dream and integrity). The very top, which is shared by four towns, was threatened with
several towers.In fact, both sides of the ridge were threatened. Noticing other folks were equally interested in
preserving the ridge, he was soon in contact with Barrie and Steve Collins in Bethany.
Ecologist Dr. Collins was a gem. Soon attorney Peter Cooper joined the group, adding his legal
expertise. After untold meetings, great public support, unanimous legislative passage and then an override of a
governor's veto, West Rock Ridge State Park was finally formed in 1975.
Now the no-longer-eight-year-old finds himself surrounded on three sides by West Rock Ridge State
Park His bike is long gone, but he and John Deere still ride the woods.
.

Ed. note: This is the second in a series of articles on West Rock Ridge memories.
If you would like to contribute an essay or article to this series,
please email us at wrrparkassoc@comcast.net.
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West Rock Ridge Peregrines and Ravens:
The 2016 Breeding Season
by Stephen P. Broker
In 2015, a new adult female Peregrine Falcon displaced the female that had been present at West Rock since
2004. The new female (the peregrine) was unbanded, and her origin as a nestling or migrant is unknown. She
paired last year with the resident male (the tiercel), present at West Rock since 2008 (color-band black/green 54/R,
silver band 2206-05245), banded in the nest by Chris Nadareski on May 18, 2006 at 55 Water Street, Manhattan,
NY. Of three peregrine eggs laid last year, one hatched, and the nestling was banded by DEEP’s Brian Hess and
Jenny Dickson on June 16 (color band black/green V/58, silver band 1947-02131. This young bird fledged and
subsequently dispersed from the West Rock area. Perhaps it will be sighted again in the Northeast in the several
years ahead.
This year, I have made more than 40 trips to West Rock from early January through early September to observe
the peregrines during their second year of breeding. They defended the ridgeline through mid-March, chasing away
hawks and ravens whenever their nesting territory was entered. By March 23, the tiercel and peregrine had begun
preparation of two potential nest sites, or scrapes, one slightly higher than the other on cliff ledges more than 100
feet down from the ridge top. The scrape that the female eventually selected was the higher of the two, and her
position in close to the cliff prevented direct observation of the nest. Incubation of eggs began by April 11.
For the next 30 days, the male and female alternated incubation duties, with the female doing all overnight
incubation. Although it is not known how many eggs were laid, two are known to have hatched. These birds were
not banded this year. The growth of the two young birds was documented superbly by Lesley Roy, who has taken
hundreds of photographs of the nestlings on their scrape ledge, and later when the fledglings were perched on the
cliff and seen in flight.
The West Rock Common Ravens began their rebuilding of a cliff nest in the last days of January, as confirmed
by a small number of large sticks seen on last year’s nest ledge on February 1. By February 17, the nest was largely
rebuilt, but for a deer-hair lining that came thereafter. Egg-laying began by February 25, with the female seen
sitting over four eggs on February 28. A day later, the fifth and final egg was laid. On March 19, the female raven
was in the nest with three nestlings and two unhatched eggs, and on March 23 there were five nestlings, all with
their eyes still closed. By April 27, all five nestlings remained, and the larger ones were actively flapping wings
and changing position in the nest. Three young fledged a day later, and shortly thereafter the remaining two young
fledged, leaving an empty nest. On May 8, the family unit of two adults and five fledglings was seen moving up
and down West Rock Ridge both north and south of their nest site. The young dispersed from their natal site some
time in August, leaving the two adult ravens to continue occupying the ridge, where they have been seen several
times in tandem flight.

Adult female Peregrine Falcon bringing in Rock
Pigeon food for the two peregrine fledglings.
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West Rock Peregrine Falcon Fledgling
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Sanford Feeder Gets Drainage Improvements
By Tom Ebersold,
Volunteer Trails Manager
Improvements to the Sanford Feeder Trail, which links Baldwin Drive in Hamden to Brooks Road, Bethany,
are the highlights of the spring and summer 2016 trail maintenance events. I had made a request to the South
Central Regional Water Authority (RWA) several years ago, asking if they could install a culvert on the boggy
section of Sanford Road, which is the woods road over which the trail traverses.
At times of normal rains, the road is chronically wet with water often running over the surface from one side
to another. There is an old metal culvert with an approximate 8-inch diameter that I cleared out in December
2014. At the same time, I reset the stepping stones I had installed in December 2011, but those were only stopgap
measures.
In August 2016, the RWA installed two 12-inch diameter culverts, and used gravel to raise up the road level
by about a foot. As part of the same project, the RWA rebuilt several waterbars between this area and Brooks
Road, and added additional gravel in those areas. These are much appreciated improvements that resolve longstanding problems. [Ed. Note: many thanks to the RWA]
While I was there, I reblazed the entire trail, plus reblazed portions of the Regicides Trail that are near the
junction of the two trails. Regrettably, one of the reasons why I was reblazing the Sanford Feeder is because the
emerald ash borer had killed an ash tree that I had blazed, along with several other ash trees. I did see other
healthy looking ones, but it is only a matter of time before the borer kills these trees and the invasive bug spreads
to West Rock itself.
I also continue my assault on invasive plant species, pulling some small bittersweet vines from an area I had
previously cleared of larger vines, plus I continued to pull the mugwort that crowds out native plans in the area.
Regrettably, Japanese stiltgrass is moving into the places formerly occupied by the mugwort.
In other trail news, the relocation and extension of the Purple Trail is complete. I blazed the extension in May,
and also placed brush along the trail to guide hikers. I also added an orange tail to the now former Purple Trail
from the junction with the new section up to the Regicides Trail.
On a related topic, Mike Walter, the
Woodbridge trail master, changed the color of
the North Summit Trail from Red to dark Blue
with a Yellow Dot. Mike did this as part of a
project to blaze a cross-Woodbridge Trail. The
former Blue Trails on the Darling House
property have been changed to Red. The Purple
Trail relocation meets the North Summit Trail at
a junction shared with the Regicides Trail.
The South Central Regional Council of
Governments has done a beautiful job updating
all its maps, which include the Darling House
property, and all the open space areas in the
area. I was able to get them to correct errors in
the historical narrative for the Regicides, as it
relates to Judges Cave and the Regicides Trails.
These maps are available for download at
http://scrcog.org/regional-planning/regionaltrails/. I have submitted updates to the map for
West Rock Ridge State Park, which should be
published before the end of the year.
I continued my major assault on the invasive plants near Farm Brook Reservoir, Hamden, cutting all of
the autumn olive along one side of the field, plus continuing to cut prickly multi-flora rose bushes, and pull and
cut strangling bittersweet vines.
Regrettably, someone took down the two wooden posts and a cedar post I had installed along the Red and
Red-White Trails in that area to guide hikers. I am guessing that it was done in retribution for the state cutting
down the hickory tree in the open field. I received a report about one post being tossed into a stream near the
pond, but I have yet to retrieve and reinstall it.
As part of Quinnipiac’s Big Event in April, nine Quinnipiac University students helped cut autumn olive,
bittersweet vines, and multi-flora rose on the Gold Trail by the water tank. This was the second year they helped
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with this project. Carl from the Sleeping Giant unit went back at a later date and clearcut much of the remaining
autumn olive, which definitely benefits the park.
Solar Youth helped me one afternoon in clearing out limbs and leaves from a small ravine along the Red Trail
just south of Lake Wintergreen. The clearing will allow storm waters to flow unobstructed along a seasonal
watercourse.
I declared war on a 30- by 30-foot patch of knotweed on Mountain Road, just past the Red Trail. In three
visits, I uprooted hundreds of knotweed plants, which had created a monoculture with little else living there,
besides a few native raspberry plants, and some grape vines, plus poison ivy. I returned to a patch of knotweed
on Baldwin Drive near Konolds Pond that I first attacked in 2014, and used a pickaxe to dig out all of those plants.
There were promising signs of raspberry growing in that area as well.
In 2008, I was a state seasonal employee, and I removed four pickup trucks worth of litter from the paved
overlook of Glen Lake off Baldwin Drive, three miles up from the main entrance. As part of that work, I swept
up some of the glass that is scattered across the entire pavement.
I returned in August in an attempt to sweep up more glass,
but the pavement is so worn, the glass just sits in the spaces
between the gravel chips. Instead, I walked around the woods
below the overlook, and removed four boxes worth of bottles,
cans and broken glass. Other litter collection efforts throughout
the year yielded filled about ten 5-gallon buckets.
Helpers for some of these projects included Stephen Morley,
Stephen Goss, Ronnie Haeberlen, Neal and Scott Howland, Tom
Shillieto, and the Quinnipiac students and Solar Youth members
whose names I did not get.

[Ed. note: Thanks to all!!]

DOT Seeks Public Input on Tunnel Project
By Tom Ebersold
The Conn. Department of Transportation (DOT) conducted a public meeting on Sept. 22 at the Woodbridge
Senior Center, regarding the planned reconstruction of the West Rock Tunnel, officially known as Heroes Tunnel.
About 60 people attended the meeting, including West Rock Ridge Park Association board members Ted and Amy
Lynn, and Bill Doheny, and myself.
DOT Engineer David A. Cutler, who is the project manager, called the Sept. 22 event a “public scoping
meeting,” saying this was the first of many meetings that will take place during the design phase. Other meetings
are planned for Hamden and New Haven, although no dates have been announced. Cutler said this scoping meeting
is required to gather information as part of the environmental review. He said the preliminary design for the project
has not started.
Cutler said the project is necessary to correct deficiencies within the tunnel. He said the tunnel condition is
rated as “poor,” which he said does not represent an imminent safety issue, but means it has been identified for
repairs before a serious condition develops.
Mark Alexander, DOT assistant planning director, said the DOT has retained CDM Smith, a design consulting
engineering firm with offices in New Haven. CDM Smith is preparing an environmental impact assessment and
evaluation, and will create a preliminary design of the preferred alternative for the tunnel updates.
Principal/Project Manager, Joe Balskus from CDM Smith, presented facts about the tunnel, which he said is
eligible for listing on the state and National Historic Registers. The 2 tunnels carry 70,000 vehicles per day.
Balskus said that the tunnel barrels are 1,200 feet long, and 28 feet wide with 11-foot wide shoulders, and 6inch wide shoulders. The safety walks along the side are 2.5 feet wide. Standards require 12-foot wide lanes and
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8-foot wide shoulders. He said the tunnel requires a width of 50 feet for two lanes with shoulders. The tunnel does
not comply with tunnel standards and requirements with regard to geometrics, ventilation, and emergency systems,
and has no fire safety system.
Inspections have identified significant deterioration, including ground water infiltration in the walls and
ceilings, resulting in stalagmites with freeze/thaw conditions and falling icicles. Balskus showed pictures of the
tunnel walls and ceiling where rebar is visible in areas where water infiltration has damaged the concrete,
prompting the DOT to remove the damaged concrete. Water also flows through construction joints in the ceiling
and down through the ventilation shaft. Frequent maintenance requires tunnel closures and shifting traffic to the
other barrel, mostly at night. Balskus said these maintenance issues would only grow worse.
Balskus presented some highlights from a 2016 report prepared by CDM called “Alternative Study of
Rehabilitation Options for Heroes Tunnel: A New Approach,” written by Larry Murphy, a principal with CDM.
Potential options that have been studied include a new one-lane or a new two-lane tunnel, widening the existing
tunnel, closing one tunnel, close one lane in the existing tunnel, or construction of a bypass tunnel.
In responses to audience questions, Cutler said the steel tunnel liner is in good shape and the tunnel is safe,
although there is deteriorated concrete. Paying for the updated tunnel would involve 80 percent federal funding
with a 20 percent state match.
The traffic implications of either working on half the tunnel at a time or closing one barrel and routing traffic
through the other one would result in heavy traffic. “The traffic backups are unacceptable. They are miles long. Or
the detours through the city streets would overload the city streets,” said Cutler.
The DOT has ruled out the use of tunnel boring machines because these tunnels are too short for cost-effective
use of these machines, which are 300 feet long. Such machines are not cost effective for tunnels shorter than on
mile. “The most effective way is to drill holes and blast the rock,” said Cutler.
Mohammed Jafari, a tunnel engineer with CDM Smith, said if blasting is used and crews work for 12 hours
per day, they would blast a depth of 10 feet of rock to the full width of the tunnel. He said a faster alternative
method could be used, but they first need to know the strength of the rock in the ridge.
A woman expressed concern about the effect of blasting on homes. She said when the original tunnel was
constructed, the noise was unbearable with blasting throughout the night.
Jafari said modern blasting is very different and is done with minimal vibrations and noise.“There will be no
explosions during the night and during the day, you won’t feel anything,” he said. The service life would be built
for 120 years.
He added that the tunnel was not built with a liner, so the rocks and the water in the rocks are in direct contact
with the concrete. Since concrete is porous, the water can move through the concrete.

Important Park Security Numbers.
Take these with you when you hike:
Park dispatch # 24/7 is 203-287-5658
Sleeping Giant Unit (inc. West Rock):
203-287-5658
CT Environmental Conservation Police,
ENCON Dispatch at
860-424-3333 (24 hrs a day).
If you see ATV’s or other violations,
please call if the State Environmental
Conservation Police 860-424-3333.
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State Catalogs Environmental Resources
The area’s existing environmental resources include forested woodlands at West Rock Ridge State Park north
of the tunnel, a natural diversity area south of the tunnel, and Wintergreen Brook northeast of the tunnel.
The study will examine environmental impacts of the various construction options, including at West Rock
Ridge State Park and the West Rock Nature Center. They look at effects to air and water quality, noise, cultural
and archaeological resources, recreational resources, natural communities, including protected animal and plant
species and their habitats, aesthetics and traffic.
Frank DeLeo, a member of the West River Restoration Coalition and the West Rock Ridge Advisory Council,
said the DOT needed to add the West River to its list of environmental resources. He expressed concern about
environmental impacts of construction on the West River. He said there is a drainage pipe from the top of the
tunnel that he said is filled with debris and gets clogged from run-off and the overflow from the parkway ends up
in the West River, contributing to its flooding and pollution.
Cutler said the DOT “would use the best construction practices” and look at this during the environmental
review and design.
David Sousa, CDM Public Outreach, said the public involvement process would be taking place for as long
as 18 months. He said the DOT will be reaching out to the public, including having a Community Advisory
Committee, and identifying and engaging stakeholders (people who have specific interests and information). The
DOT will develop a project website and use social media, and e-mail bulletins to interested citizens and community
groups. There will be a variety of meetings, including outreach events, such as making a presentation at a festival
or farmers market, informational meetings or open houses, and formal public meetings.
Potential stakeholders includes these categories with some examples from each listed: large employers
(Southern Connecticut State University, Yale University and others), governmental elected officials, Department
of Energy and Environmental Protection, South Central Regional Council of Governments, non-profit organizations
(AAA of Southern New England, CT Fund for the Environment, New Haven Urban Design League), municipalities
(Woodbridge, Hamden, and New Haven), and transit providers (CT Transit and Greater New Haven Transit).
Cutler said the next step would be an archaeological survey, along with borings, and a ground survey in the next
six to nine months. Following that would be completion of the environmental impact documents, which would take
18-24 months. Completing the preliminary design to work on preferred alternatives would be the next step after
the environmental process.
The scoping process comment period for the environmental phase ends Oct. 7, 2016. Project comments
throughout the period may be made to: David A. Cutler, P.E., Project Manager, Conn. DOT, 2800 Berlin Tpke.,
Newington, CT 06131. (860) 594-3210, david.cutler@ct.gov
In response to my questions, Cutler said he did not anticipate any impacts to the park, including Baldwin Drive,
and the trails the cross over the tunnel. He said, “Whatever we are doing will mostly be below grade and will not
encroach on the facilities you are talking about.”
There were also questions regarding the reconstruction of Exit 59, which has two plans: a short term and a longterm project designed to improve traffic flow throughout the area. State officials said these projects are independent
of the tunnel project.
The meeting video lasting one hour and 20 minutes may be watched on Woodbridge Government Access Television at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zzpKOn1Coi0.
The DOT press release on the meeting may be read at
http://www.ct.gov/dot/ical/eventDetail_page.asp?date_ID=C9C7CAC9CE83CDC9C9.
The DOT plans to upload a copy of the presentation (but had not as of Sept. 30), to
www.ct.gov/dot/lib/dot/documents/0167-0108ScopingMeeting.
The power point presentation from the meeting may be read at
http://www.ct.gov/dot/lib/dot/documents/0167-0108scopingmeeting.pdf
Links to information on the West Rock Tunnel may be seen at my website at
http://westrocktrails.blogspot.com/p/west-rock-tunnel.html.
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WEST ROCK RIDGE PARK ASSOCIATION
Address: 648 Mountain Road,
Hamden, CT 06514
http://westrockpark.wordpress.com
wrrparkassoc@comcast.net
Board of Directors
Stephen Broker, New Haven
Barrie Collins, Bethany
William Doheny, Hamden
Tom Ebersold, Milford
Amy H. Lynn, Hamden
Theodore B. Lynn, Hamden
Steven Massey, Bethany
Donald Menzies, Woodbridge
Joanne Sciulli, New Haven
Nancy Specht, Hamden
David Taddei, Hamden
Paul Wetmore, Hamden
Executive Board & Committees
President: Theodore B. Lynn
Secretary: Nancy Specht
Treasurer: David Taddei
Membership: Amy Lynn
Program: Nancy Specht
Trails: Tom Ebersold
Newsletter: Barrie Collins & Amy Lynn

NEW MEMBERS
We warmly welcome the following new members to
the West Rock Ridge Park Association:
Gary Merwede, Hamden
David Taddei, Hamden (Life)
HOW TO JOIN OR RENEW
Send your name, address, phone number, and email
address, along with your dues to:
WRRPA Membership,
648 Mountain Road, Hamden, CT 06514
Annual dues: $10, Supporting: $20, Life: $150.
Make checks payable to:
West Rock Ridge Park Association
Please include your interests. We need help!:
Programs, Trail Work, Newsletter,
Legislative/Political Action, Membership.
* Your membership helps improve the park! *
We welcome volunteers, on any committee!
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